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Chris Bond Painting
What is painting? In 1968 John Baldessari asked this very question in his text based work which in its entirety states, ‘What is painting.
Do you sense how all parts of a good picture are involved with each other. Not just placed side by side? Art is a creation for the eye and
can only be hinted at with words’.i Awash with witty personal, social and cultural commentary, the work of Chris Bond attempts to answer
this question by tirelessly and systematically exploring exactly what it is that makes a painting. Authorship, authenticity, abstraction,
formalism, realism, text, colour codes and most importantly an acceptance of failure are used to pick apart this continuing question. Bond
states, ‘As a painter I transform found objects into painted artifacts. Through sculpture I simulate standard modes of artistic presentation
and reconstruct the history of art and objects’.ii Creating fictitious stories that comment on the history of painting, Bond works to mimic
the original and reveal the truths in art.
Exploring the notion of authorship and authenticity, Bond creates a variety of painted objects; tins, light globes, branches and most
notably books to comment on contemporary and historical painting and the failures within it. Exhibiting works under a pseudonym Bond
is able to raise particular questions and instill certain enquiries from his audience. Producing a series of seven works in 2003 under
the pseudonym Edith Mayfield (1890 – 1954) who (as his story goes) was an outsider artist living and working close to Heide Museum
of Modern Art. Between 1910 – 30 she painted late Bauhaus inspired structures that were foreseen by her own prophetic visions. She
painted these images on found objects such as old tobacco tins, antique magazines and wooden setsquares. Here we see Bond drawing
motivation from a modernist movement that failed in its follow through in utopian ideals. London based writer Melissa Gronlund states,
‘Failure also gives us a certain agency in looking at the past. In referring back to Formalist art movements, such as Moholy-Nagy, whom
Pumhosl quotes, it is not that the ideals of the Bauhaus did not come into existence, or that they passed away, it’s that we failed to bring
them into existence’.iii
In 2007, under another pseudonym, invented curator Brant Haslough, Bond exhibited an installation of painted light globes. These light
globes represent a fictitious solar ritual from the city of Alajärvi on Finland’s south-east coast, ‘… [they] represent a curious fusion of
industrial and pagan traditions…enamel designs were painted during the dark winter months…Many of the painted designs are clearly
solar in inspiration, with radiating circles of orange and yellow paying homage to the sun’s place in Finnish folklore. Elsewhere, amongst
bold swathes of contrasting purple, red and green, the influence of the 1950s Scandinavian ceramic ware is evident’.iv He goes on to
explain that the ritual died with the closing of the light globe plant, which had encouraged its employees to partake in this ritual. With the
failure of the light globe business, so was the failure of the artisan painting custom in south-east Finland.
Bond’s painted books series in which he replicates the marks of decay, such as folds, tears, creases and discolouration allows him to
in a sense take control of the aging process and engage with their inevitable atrophy. These books were inspired by the 1960s Penguin
paperback designs that were influenced by artists such as Piet Mondiran and Kasimir Malevich. Like the original formalist paintings that
are now starting to exhibit signs of aging, so do these painted books of Chris Bond. This first installment of the book series Bond assumes
himself as the author, commenting indirectly on subjects within his own life. Personally going through a hard time, he creates weathered
books that are dark and mysterious. ‘White Scream’ and ‘Untitled Death Wish’ are haunting in their mystique, while ‘The Hollow Frame’,
‘Burden of Failure’ and ‘Abstract Failure’ come across as somewhat defeatist and bring forth Bond’s preoccupation with failure. The
artist’s second painted books series saw him once again remove himself from the work. This time creating new authors, as well as
illustrations, publisher’s seals, and all titled ‘Flesh and Blood’; this work was perhaps too personal for him to own it entirely. A silhouette

of a wig, diagrams of family planning, imagery of microscopic blood work and illustrations of mother and child, all allude to the death of a
loved one and heartbreak. Nostalgic and fatalistic, these works are deeply personal and plagued by the passage of time.
Bond’s White and Abstract Remnant series continue the artist’s attempt to comment on the flaws and failure of formalism and utopian
modernism within art. White features random shards of transparent white triangular shapes overlapping each other on raw linen, these
shapes investigate the ambiguity of form and meaning. Likewise the Abstract Remnant series uses formalist shapes and forms, but this
time set alongside signs of age. These recast hard-edged canvases appear time stained, cracked and old; just as the original formalist
works would now be. Bond explains, ‘Piet Mondrian’s paintings have become cracked and yellowed with age, which for me seems an
interesting coincidental by-product of the supposed ‘failure’ of the aims of synthetic formalist painting. I liked the fact that these artists
seemed to have failed in some way – it humanises their work and makes it more expressive’.v
In 2009 Bond pushes his interest in replication by painting low-resolution mobile phone video footage stills of children deeply engaged in
the consumption of television. These children are captured amidst deep engagement with the moving image; hypnotized and mesmerized
by today’s technology. A slave to the empowered television or electronic gaming these children portray a sense of transformation,
influence and dullness; perhaps suggesting the failure of the current generation to its future one.

Collected Works can be seen as a celebration of the past ten years of Chris Bond’s ideas. Continuing on from his painted books, but this
time not as an object but a 2D canvas, the imaginary exhibition catalogues present personal and social commentary on the current art
world and him within it. Bond explains (in third person of course) ‘each painting documents a parallel universe of artistic possibility for
Bond, placing him in a variety of fictional art spaces in Australia and overseas, completing fictional bodies of work, funded by fictional
agencies. Some of the catalogue paintings are funny, some sad, some cruel’.vi These works heighten the sense of failure that has
been previously explored in Bond’s work but this time self obsessively brings into question Bond’s potential career choices and the
shortcomings of art historical movements that have influenced him. This time the work is entirely about him.
Chris Bond is an artist who deals with what it means to make a painting. In doing so he accepts and revels in the failures within it.
Developing a story behind every installation Bond is able to create in a sense his own history of the world he lives in. ‘Failure provides
a way of negotiating out of this laughability; it enables us to respond to the present-ness of the past while still keeping it past, while
venerating it as a failed project – it’s a way of restoring significance to something that is newly in danger of losing it’.vii
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